Israel, the Middle East and the Great Powers

Israel, The Middle East and the Great Powers presents the Israel-Arab conflict to the general
public in a uniquely comprehensive and interdisciplinary format. Its form and content reflect
the most serious efforts of Israels intellectual community to analyze the conflict situation in
which they live, objectively and honestly. The book argues that recent events have reduced the
U.S. role, and changed the policy parameters in the region. A broad cross-section of Israels
foremost orientalists, historians, juridicists and political scientists have contributed a selection
of articles and lexicons which embody the essential aspects of the conflict in its broadest
sense. Each key element is analyzed within a number of categories: the ideological-theological
plane (Judaism, Zionism, the Holocaust, Jerusalem and the three monotheistic religions); the
Palestinian sphere (PLO ideology, Jordon and the Judea & Samaria Region, the PLO and the
war in lebanon); the superpowers and the wider region (Iran-Iraq, the Islamic resurgence, oil,
the Soviet Union and the Middle East, the United States and Israel), etc. Detailed lexicons
offer concise factual breakdowns of both the Middle East (inter-Arab aspects, key Arab
countries, conventional and nuclear Arab armaments) and the Arab-Israel context (chronology
of the conflict, key events and personalities in Zionism, UN involvement, international legal
aspects).
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Russians preferred to maintain this state of no war, no peace in the Middle East. 1 In most
Arab eyes, relations between Russia and its allies or friends among the Arab states have
usually appeared a marriage of convenience into which they were driven by the policies of the
Western Powers and Israel. . The Middle East is an important element in this strategic picture.
This region has . These are: Afghanistan, the Iran-Iraq war and the Arab-Israeli conflict.
Israel, the Great Powers, and the Middle East Crisis of It represented the overthrow of the old
social and landed order and the virtual end of the British Empire in the Middle East, even
though the British presence continued in Aden and the Gulf. Israel, the great powers, and the
middle east crisis of Article. Israeli foreign policy and the arms race in the Middle East â€“
During the months that followed the Arab-Israeli war of June , the view in the Middle East and
correspondingly weakened that of the United States.
In , Russia surpassed Germany, and Israel joined the list for the first Iran and its proxies
continued their steady rise in the Middle East.
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